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Abstract—Interactive wall-sized displays benefit data visualization. Due to their sheer display size, they make it possible to show large amounts of data in multiple coordinated views (MCV) and facilitate collaborative data analysis. In this work, we propose a set of important design considerations and contribute a fundamental input vocabulary and interaction mapping for MCV functionality. We also developed a fully functional application with more than 45 coordinated views visualizing a real-world, multivariate data set of crime activities, which we used in a comprehensive qualitative user study investigating how pairs of users behave. Most importantly, we found that flexible movement is essential and—depending on user goals—is connected to collaboration, perception, and interaction. Therefore, we argue that for future systems interaction from the distance is required and needs good support. We show that our consistent design for both direct touch at the large display and distant interaction using mobile phones enables the seamless exploration of large-scale MCV at wall-sized displays. Our MCV application builds on design aspects such as simplicity, flexibility, and visual consistency and, therefore, supports realistic workflows. We believe that in the future, many visual data analysis scenarios will benefit from wall-sized displays presenting numerous coordinated visualizations, for which our findings provide a valuable foundation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interactive wall-sized displays (referred throughout the paper as large or wall-sized displays) have immense potential for information visualization (InfoVis) and visual data analysis. In particular, the combination of extensive size—up to several meters—plus high resolution enables the presentation of large amounts of data and a multitude of visualization views, so it can also trigger increased quantity and quality of insights [52]. At the same time, those displays require user input beyond mouse and keyboard, typically interaction that apply principles of natural user interfaces (NUI) for InfoVis [40, 56]. A common way of making large displays interactive is the use of direct touch interaction. Furthermore, it has been shown that users naturally move in front of large displays in form of physical navigation [7, 52] and that they expect to get system reactions from afar [47], which is why we argue to seriously consider interactions at varying distances. Besides users’ perception [10], previous research on data visualization for large displays mainly focused on different input modalities, such as touch interaction [49], mid-air gestures [4], body movements [4, 30, 35, 41], or mobile device interactions [24, 34]. While each modality has both advantages and drawbacks, only a few works [4, 34] made use of more than one input modality. This is especially critical as it is a reasonable way to address the previously mentioned need for interactions at varying distances. As a result, we yet have little or no knowledge of how users behave and move in front of wall-sized displays while exploring large amounts of data or views, when or from which position they want to interact, and how user tasks or goals relate to such user movement. Also, in many cases, the large display only shows a moderate number of views, which is surprising considering the extensive display size.

Another benefit of wall-sized displays is their suitability for collaborative data analysis as multiple users can access and interact with the display at the same time. Until now, collaboration with large displays often focuses on other application areas (e.g., [23, 27, 39, 43, 62]), while collaboration for InfoVis has mostly been investigated on and around interactive tabletop surfaces (e.g., [26, 67, 68]). Depending on current goals, tasks, and strategies, users collaborate in various styles of interaction [26], which can generally be categorized into closely coupled or loosely coupled collaboration (i.e., working closely together or parallel...
work). However, it is yet unclear how multiple users proceed to explore several visualization views on large displays as well as how a team of analysts behaves and moves in front of the display, especially when considering the flexibility and freedom to decide from which position or distance they want to interact.

The concept of multiple coordinated views (MCV) is an essential tool for visualizing and analyzing multivariate data, and we argue it would particularly benefit from the increased screen real estate. We therefore specifically selected this concept and investigate how multiple users interact with MCV on interactive wall-sized displays. We envision that in the future many visual data analysis scenarios will take advantage of large displays: (i) to present large amounts of information and dozens of visualization views and (ii) to allow teams of analysts to freely move and walk around as well as explore data from varying distances via both touching the display directly and interacting from a distance. To realize distant interaction, we suggest using mobile devices such as smartphones as they are widely used, easily available, have great wireless connectivity, sensors provide information about surroundings, and most importantly they support the same type of input modality (touch input). We imagine that analysts bring their own smartphone to use of display size for sensemaking [1], immersive observation and collaboration when bringing MCV to large displays including aspects for working with MCV from varying positions and distances. We carefully construct a consistent set of interaction techniques for direct touch and distant device interaction using mobile devices. This design focuses on interactions with components that are essential for data analysis, such as data items, analysis tools, and views.

**Application:** We present a fully functional MCV application with a large number of coordinated views (>45) visualizing a real-world, multivariate data set of crime activities. This prototype implementation demonstrates the applicability of the design considerations to an application case. It enables the study of user behavior and movement in a setting with realistic workflows and data analysis processes.

**User Study:** Finally, we report on observations and results of an empirical investigation with pairs of users working together to explore a multivariate data set. We discuss aspects of behavior including movement, strategies, and communication as well as observations regarding the use of direct touch and distant interaction for InfoVis-specific tasks and actions.

## 2 Background

By building on research at the intersection of information visualization and natural user interfaces, we review prior work with a focus on (i) large vertical displays and (ii) collaboration at interactive displays.

### 2.1 Information Visualization on Large Vertical Displays

There is ample evidence of the potential of large vertical displays for visualization: Many recent works have asserted the positive impact of display size for sensemaking [1], immersive observation and comparison of data [52], as well as exploratory visual analysis [53], with increasing effect for complex tasks [44]. One important reason is the use of physical navigation and the resulting performance improvements including advantages for spatial memory [6, 7, 28]. Especially due to this movement, however, bringing InfoVis to wall-sized displays requires rethinking of visualization design, perception, and interaction techniques [2]. Main issues regard the perception of visual variables and visual encoding that are very dependent on distance and viewing angle [10, 19]. As a result, the spatial grouping has to be especially considered for scaling data visualization to large displays [79].

Furthermore, applications for novel display environments also benefit from natural user interfaces (NUI) and interactions beyond the desktop [31, 40, 56]. These interfaces have a range of advantages, make interactions with data and tools more direct and thereby allow for reducing the use of complex interface components such as menus [18]. The most predominant novel input modality is touch interaction and a number of interactive wall-sized displays rely on touch for main interaction (e.g., [13, 24, 27, 43, 49]). Especially visualization on tablets was shown to benefit from this type of interaction [9, 18, 58, 59], while it was also combined with other modalities such as pen [77] or speech [64].

### 2.2 Collaboration at Interactive Displays

It has been shown that collaboration for data analysis has great benefit and increases the number and quality of insights [15, 26]. When collaborating, users have been noticed to separate the space on a table into varying territories [61], which was similarly observed for collaboration at vertical displays [3]. However, these territories are transient as people move around [27]. Different coupling styles have been found for collaborative data analysis with the main category describing whether users work closely together or separate from each other for parallel work, refined as closely and loosely coupled collaboration [26, 67], respectively. It has further been shown that distance between users has an impact on effectiveness of collaboration [23], specifically closely coupled collaboration improves when being physically close. This closeness has been observed to be naturally adopted by collaborating users [76]. Additionally, when working together and exchanging information, users naturally position themselves in so called

**User Movements and Proxemics:** Due to the impact and natural use of physical navigation, research has also focused on understanding and interpreting proxemics. While this term has originally been defined for user-user distances [21], it has also been applied to user-display proximity and interpretation of movement for interaction [20, 47]. For InfoVis specifically, the users’ physical distance to a large display can be used to, for example, increase level of detail when stepping closer [13, 30]. Beside basic body movement, mid-air gestures can be used from the distance. However, it has been shown that users only rely on them when interaction cost is high (long movement or standing up to touch the display) [29]. Novel systems have started to build on body movement for exploring information spaces, for instance, to select visualizations on a slice of the wall-sized display [17], control a magic lens using mid-air gestures and body movement [35], or move individual views in an MCV using explicit hand gestures and collaboration concepts [4]. However, these solutions are very exploratory and less likely to be used in practical InfoVis applications soon.

**Additional Mobile Devices and Cross-Device Interaction:** An alternative way of addressing physical navigation and the resulting challenge of distant interaction is the use of additional mobile devices, creating multi-device environments. While these mobile devices can be used in combination with each other [22, 38], their addition to large displays is especially beneficial as they provide a hand-held interface component at any position in front of the display. The connection between the devices can be initiated by direct contact with the large display [60], by coupling the device through the user, e.g., using the connection of the touching hand [24, 74], or by pointing at the display [33, 39, 63]. In this setup, a device can play different roles. In a strong connection, it can be used to enter input [45] and control parameters [74]. Instead of touch, additional tangibles on the mobile screen [32] or body-worn remote controllers [36] can enable 'eyes-free' parametrization. Furthermore, transferring content can also be accomplished through the mobile device [16]. This may also include flexible arrangement and control of an item or cursor through the device’s movement [8, 39] or by using the device as a trackpad [12, 63]. Building specifically on movement, selections at different scales can be made depending on user’s distance to the display—‘linking the scale of perception with that of interaction’ [48]. Most related work aimed to use the display of the mobile device for separate content visualization including detailed information or selected parts of the data at high-resolution [24, 34, 73, 74]. The large display presents a context visualization giving an overview, while mobile devices are used to show excerpts (details) [14], adapted views with additional content [5], or views resulting from analysis tools [34].
When working in parallel, challenges regarding territoriality [27] arise, with pairs of users [50], the quality of insights was very high from regarding the need to guide users towards content and make connections to functions that are most frequently used.

We thus suggest avoiding the following consistent metaphors or mental models, redundancy can aid interaction vocabulary and consider the general principle of mapping use of complex or movement-intensive gestures in favor of a very basic interaction vocabulary (Fig. 2 top) for both large display and farther away (DISTANT). Once users understand the use of a smartphone as an extension of an arm’s reach.

As a supplement to direct touch at the large display (TOUCH) on the large display (TOUCH) and distant interaction using mobile devices (DISTANT). We selected the following individual distant interactions as gesture for each application function.

We propose that MCV applications should provide initial view formations [46], which can be evaluated to identify users’ intentions. As a supplement to direct touch at the large display (TOUCH) on the large display (TOUCH) and distant interaction using mobile devices (DISTANT). With this design we also:

• Describe a new InfoVis interface for large-scale MCV on large displays. Although individual aspects build on prior work, we carefully selected and combined different approaches.

• Present a specific but exemplary mapping of touch input to MCV functionalities that nevertheless enables both interactions close to the display and farther away (A2).

• Present a specific but exemplary mapping of touch input to MCV functionalities, which serves as a basis for a functional and practical application enabling realistic data analysis workflows.

We generally aim to only use established or classic touch gestures (A3), such as Tap, Hold, Drag, or Pinch, no matter from where users interact (TOUCH or DISTANT). Fig. 2 illustrates the interaction vocabulary for both input modalities and gives an overview of deployed gestures. We address user movement and flexible distances (A2) by suggesting both a TOUCH and a DISTANT gesture for each application function.

4 Interaction Design for Large-Scale MCV

As a supplement to direct touch at the large display (TOUCH), the basic idea of how users interact with MCV from varying distances is to understand the use of a smartphone as an extension of an arm’s reach.

Similar to laser pointers, users point the mobile device towards the wall-sized display and trigger actions by touching its screen. We wanted to enable a casual and loose interaction style [39]: Hold the mobile device in one hand and in a relaxed way (close to the body, at hip height or in front of the body). Since gaze switches between devices are time-consuming [66], we suggest touch gestures on phones are ‘eyes-free’ (e.g., [45, 65]), i.e., users can perform input such as Tap, Hold, or Swipe anywhere on the smartphone without looking down at its screen.

Relating to the design aspects A2 and A3, our goal was to develop a consistent interaction mapping for TOUCH and DISTANT. Once users know and understand how to interact with one of the modalities, they should be able to easily perform the same actions with the other one. To further consider simplicity (A3), we make use of an intentionally small and basic interaction vocabulary (Fig. 2 top) for both TOUCH and DISTANT. We selected the following individual distant interactions as functional equivalents for common direct touch interaction.
Point-Tap & Point-Double-Tap: Distant interactions for triggering a discrete tap gesture. Users point towards a target and then tap once or twice on the mobile device.

Point-Hold: The hold gesture is recognized as a discrete event at a specific position. Users point towards a target, then touch the screen of the mobile device for a certain duration.

Point-Swipe: Again, this is used for discrete interactions. Users point towards a target, touch the mobile’s screen, and quickly swipe upwards or downwards on the mobile device.

Point-Drag: This continuous interaction uses Point-Hold and enables drag-and-drop functionality by moving the mobile device. Users point toward a target and perform a hold on the device, then the pointing cursor can be moved onto another position on the wall-sized display.

Point-Tap-Slide: The identical touch gesture (Tap-Slide) of this continuous interaction is used in the popular mobile app ‘Google Maps’ as well as other research prototypes (e.g., [58]), primarily designed as an alternative to the pinch gesture allowing zooming with a single finger. Users point towards a target, tap once on the mobile devices and then continuously slide a finger up and downwards on the device.

Point-Point-Drag: In contrast to Point-Tap-Slide, the final movement or drag of this continuous interaction is performed by moving the device. Users point towards a target, tap once on the mobile devices, then perform a hold on the device, and finally move the cursor to another position on the large display by pointing.

4.2 Interaction with Visual Elements of Views

Interaction with visual elements of visualizations is essential for InfoVis. Drucker et al. [18] show that direct interaction on such elements is a valuable alternative to the use of menus, dialogs, or other WIMP-style components. This usually includes data items, labels, axes, or backgrounds of visualizations. Fig. 2 illustrates our mapping of interactions (top) to MCV functionalities (bottom).

Data Items: Interaction on data items allows selection and details on demand; in case of network visualizations or node-link diagrams also repositioning. As with most of today’s applications, direct Tap or Point-Tap on items toggles a selection state (cf. selection operations [78]).

Axes: As proposed by Sadana and Stasko [58, 59], axes of plots can be used for selection and zooming. A Drag or Point-Drag along an axis selects multiple items (axis brushing, e.g., [59]). A Swipe or Point-Swipe along an axis orders data items. In charts such as parallel coordinate plots, axes can be reordered by an orthogonal Drag or Point-Drag. For TOUCH, axis-based zooming can be applied with a Pinch [58] gesture. However, since for DISTANT a Pinch would enforce two-handed interaction and restrict users freedom (A3), we additionally propose using a Tap-Slide or Point-Tap-Slide.

Canvas Background: Interaction on view backgrounds typically affects multiple items at once. For instance, a simple Drag or Point-Drag on the background can enable a ‘lasso’ selection tool: Users draw a shape onto the plot (encircle); when finished, items within or crossing the shape are selected. In addition, items can be deselected using a Double-Tap or Point-Double-Tap on the foreground. Furthermore, since the ‘lasso’ selection uses Drag or Point-Drag, an alternative for panning/zooming visualizations is needed. Many current touch-enabled web applications already pursue the strategy of using one-finger gestures for page navigation (Drag) and two-finger gestures zoom-and-pan (Pinch and two-finger Drag). Thus for TOUCH, we suggest using Pinch and two-finger Drag for zoom-and-pan, while for DISTANT Point-Tap-Slide can be used for zooming and Point-Tap-Drag for panning.

4.3 Control of Analysis Tools

The canvas background is also an appropriate interface element to instantiate interactive analysis tools (e.g., [54, 57, 71]) functioning on visualizations. We selected interactive rulers and magic lenses (Fig. 1d+e) as representatives to describe how such analysis tools can be operated, because they require typical actions such as tool positioning and configuration. Interactive rulers are movable lines used to, for example, access values of data points (line charts) or colorize items below or above a certain threshold (bar charts).

Instantiation, Positioning, and Removal: Generally, a Hold or Point-Hold can be used to instantiate tools, which can then be positioned by drag-and-drop (Drag or Point-Drag). Distant interaction again allows for alternatives: A Point-Swipe upwards also opens a tool—in the sense of pushing a tool towards the large displays. Depending on the tool itself, other approaches can be useful. For instance, standard graphics design software allows to create guides by dragging them out of a ruler border region, which can be applied for interactive rulers in a similar way: A Hold or Point-Hold on an axis seamlessly followed by a Drag or Point-Drag creates and moves a ruler into the plot. An easy way for TOUCH and DISTANT to remove tools from visualizations is to simply drag them outside the plot, or in the case of DISTANT, a Point-Swipe downwards can be used alternatively.

Configuration: Tools typically allow users to configure parameters. Traditionally, this involves a menu with several entries allowing to activate or deactivate functions, select values from lists, or set numeric values, which we hence also incorporate in this design. For magic lenses, a configuration menu lets users activate lens functions and adjust specific parameters [71], such as zoom factor for fisheye lenses, attribute values for filter lenses, or opacity for local edge lenses [69]. A menu for interactive rulers could allow, for example, selecting the color for items below or above the ruler or whether to show values for intersected data items. Once a tool is instantiated, a Tap or Point-Tap on the tool toggles the visibility of the corresponding configuration menu. Again, an alternative for this is to perform a Point-Swipe upwards (show) or downwards (hide) on the tool. A simple Tap or Point-Tap allows interacting with menu items in order to access submenus, toggle buttons, or...
select list items. Sliders for the manipulation of numeric values can be controlled using a Drag or Point-Drag gesture.

4.4 Interaction with Visualization Views

As mentioned (A1), some use cases certainly benefit from the possibility to rearrange views as part of the exploration process. While view management is not the focus of this work, we present a few examples to illustrate the usefulness of our basic vocabulary. For interaction with views, we generally suggest using the border region of visualizations (i.e., padding or whitespace) as a handle. The most common way to arrange MCV is a grid layout. A basic operation on grids is to swap positions of two views, where we suggest to simply Drag (or Point- Drag) a view and finish the gesture on top of another (drag-and-drop). Dropping the view on a cell border instead allows to choose between view settings for visual comparison such as side-by-side, shine-through, or folding [70]. A temporary maximization of a view (fullscreen) can be achieved with a Double-Tap or Point-Double-Tap, which is applied similar to windows on classic desktop systems.

5 Data Set and Prototype Implementation

So far, we presented a seamless interaction concept for large-scale MCV on wall-sized displays. Now, we briefly describe our fully functional application, which demonstrates how our concept can be realized. Our high-fidelity prototype shows a real-world, multivariate data collection of crime activities in 47 coordinated views and implements essential MCV functionality that enables realistic and practical use (see Fig. 3).

As data, we use a real-world victim-based crime data set. In a preparation step, we cleaned up data and excluded crimes from the incomplete year 2017. As a result, the data set consists of approximately 242k individual crimes (data items) between the years 2012 and 2016 as well as 15 dimensions, such as date, time, location, crime type (code), weapon, district, and neighborhood. Visualizations of this data set can be used by very different people and for diverse purposes, including but not limited to planning of police activities and crime prevention, governmental administration regarding prognosis of financing, as well as citizens concerned with quality of life or safety in neighborhoods. In particular, we think that both the subject and complexity of the data make this collection very appropriate for a mainstream audience.

For the fully functional prototype, we use Python and the open source high-level development platform libavg\(^{2}\), which offers great support for touch input and graphics-intensive applications. We also scripted a basic grid system dividing the screen into 24 × 12 cells and realized five different types of visualizations: Bar chart (vertically and horizontally), line chart, scatterplot, map visualization, and node-link diagram. All charts are synchronized and linked with each other, dynamically scale according to assigned display space, as well as allow the configuration of the data mapping (e.g., scales, input and output range, clamping, ticks, sorting) and visual appearance (e.g., location of axes, colors, spacing, thickness, shape). We actively designed all visualizations to be homogeneous in terms of mapping and appearance (A1). By using green as a base color, we specifically ensure that the visual variable color is free to emphasize connections through linked brushing (A4). To enable parallel data selection, we created a basic multi-selection tool that allows for several selection sets of data items over the entire MCV. Sets are shared among users—they are not assigned to individuals. While selections triggered by Tap or Point-Tap within a 3.5 s interval add or remove items to/from a current set, taps inside other views or ‘lasso’ selections (Fig. 1b) always create new selections. Each set is highlighted using a predefined list of colors.

Furthermore, positions of items in a node-link diagram can be manipulated and zooming and panning works on maps, which use background images from Google Maps. Our application handles all input gestures and functionalities mapped to interactions with data items, background, tool, and menu (see Fig. 2). Interactions on axes allow the creation of interactive rulers (Drag or Point-Drag from an axis into the plot); sort, axis brush, or axis-based zoom are not implemented yet. Rulers (Fig. 1d) work on bar charts, line charts, and scatterplots; magic lenses (Fig. 1e) and details on demand (Fig. 1c) are available on maps.

While the application also supports platforms such as desktop computers, we principally developed it for our large, touch-enabled display wall, which consists of twelve 55“ displays (Fig. 1a). It has a size of 4.9 m × 2.0 m with a resolution of 7680 × 3240 pixels and is driven by a workstation PC running Ubuntu. We also used different Android smartphones with simple mobile apps displaying blank screens and directly sending touch input to the PC. To enable pointing from a distance, we tracked phone locations using a motion capture system\(^{3}\). Although this required instrumenting phones with reflective markers (e.g., Fig. 1b+e), it provided absolute, high-precision positions without drift or offset over time. However, sensor technology continuously develops and Google’s project Tango or Microsoft’s HoloLens demonstrate that for future applications external tracking will no longer be necessary.

6 User Study: Goals and Methodology

We conducted a qualitative user study to learn how people use a visualization interface that specifically allows interactions from close proximity as well as overview distances. In particular, we were interested in how users behave and interact while exploring data on a

1Victim Based Crime Data by Baltimore Police Department (08/25/17), licensed under CC BY 3.0, source https://data.baltimorecity.gov/

2Development platform libavg: http://libavg.de/

3Motion capture system (http://www.optitrack.com/) with 12 infrared cameras mounted to the ceiling.
wall-sized display. The following questions motivated our study: How much/often do users move? In which direction do they move? Do they work from varying distances? Which tasks or actions are carried out from a distance? When is pointing from afar preferred over direct touch at the display? How do multiple users explore data collaboratively? How do they stand or move together? Do they interact simultaneously?

Thus, we decided to observe pairs of users exploring collaboratively. Teams of two already allow observing typical collaboration behavior, while not entailing more diverse coupling styles or complex formations. We also wanted to ensure that all users interact with the system actively and avoid pure observers. Finally, we wanted to reduce confounding variables and keep analysis manageable. As a result, we focused on different behavioral aspects, such as user positions and movements (spatial relations user-display and user-user), collaboration styles (close or loose), interaction styles (casual or focused), and interaction modality (TOUCH or DISTANT).

We conducted four pilot study runs. In a first run we assessed the overall procedure and duration, after which we decided to skip zoom and pan tasks to reduce training time. The next two runs were used to test various mappings for the pointing position including distance-dependent pointing [39]. We finally selected plain perspective pointing with smoothed data using a 1E filter [11], since it was much more self-explanatory (A3) and better fits the design idea of extending the arm’s reach. The last run was then used to validate that all interactions were feasible using distance interaction only. It showed that participants could easily achieve all interactions within an average time.

6.1 Participants
In addition to the 8 participants from the pilot study, 14 students (3 female, 11 male) from four different departments of the local university (6 psychology, 5 computer science, 2 mechanical engineering, 1 civil engineering) volunteered in the user study. They were generally interested in the topic of information visualization and human-computer interaction, were recruited via mailing lists and social media channels, and did not receive any payment. The average age of our 14 main participants was 24 years (M = 23.57, SD = 1.55), the self-reported height ranged from 164 cm to 198 cm (M = 181.64, SD = 8.29), and one participant was left-handed. Five participants were familiar with a wide range of visualization techniques, another five had intermediate InfoVis knowledge, while four had little to no experience with visual data analysis. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none reported other physical impairments, such as hand jitter. We ensured that members of each team knew each other, so they were either friends or had worked together in the past.

6.2 Apparatus
The study was conducted in a quiet lab environment, where we used the technical setup, prototype, and data set as described above. Both mobile devices (identical 5" Samsung Galaxy S4, 130 g, 137 × 70 × 7.9 mm) were connected with the application PC via WLAN. The lower display border was at a height of 0.39 m and the upper at 2.45 m. Duplicated task descriptions were presented on the top and bottom (at height of approx. 0.52 m and 2.4 m) of the wall-sized display using white text color and a font size of 15 mm (x-height). The smallest text within visualizations had a font size of 9.5 mm (x-height). In addition to the motion capture system, which covered a space of approximately 5.3 × 3.5 m in front of the large display, a Kinect sensor tracked participants from behind (centered, 4.8 m from large display, 1.5 m above ground). Furthermore, two ordinary desktop computers in the corners of the room were used for electronic questionnaires and a table for two experimenters was located beside participants’ interaction space.

6.3 Procedure and Tasks
Sessions took on average 85 min and began with a general explanation of the data, its dimensions, and the basic view layout. This was the only time that the experimenter was within the participants’ interaction space. After that, both experimenters (one recording observations) were sitting at a table placed aside to avoid any influence on participants’ movements. The following procedure was divided into three interaction phases: Training, themed exploration, and open exploration.

Training: This phase (avg. 28 min) contained training of TOUCH and DISTANT interaction separately. The order of these modalities was counterbalanced between sessions. Initial explanations and calls to action were read by the experimenter. Participants could ask questions and individually retry each interaction until they felt they had understood the action. Finally, each training ended with a set of tasks per participant where each of them was asked to perform four actions, e.g., “Select the neighborhood with the highest sum of crimes in October.” These tasks were also used to validate that participants had understood the general layout of the views and could find the mentioned data items.

Themed Exploration: This phase (avg. 27 min) included six question blocks (order randomized over sessions) with each three to five questions forming a logical workflow, for example: (1) “How many crimes were committed with each of the given weapons?”, (2) “Did the number of crimes with firearms increase over time?”, (3) “Which crime types are committed using firearms?”, and (4) “How do crimes of these crime types differ in terms of time of day?” Participants were instructed to clearly declare when they could answer a question and phrase the result. That is, answers were not registered according to specific interactions but could be discussed among the participants until they were sure to have found the result.

Open Exploration: This phase (avg. 10 min) consisted of four hypotheses, which were randomized over sessions and presented to the participants one by one, for example, “A snow storm in January 2016 lead to a decrease of criminal activity.” Users were encouraged to explore data to find evidence on whether to confirm or reject a hypothesis. To validate these, participants often had to regard different views and connect information, or make assumptions and find supporting facts.

All tasks within the study phases were presented both at the top and bottom of the large display for comfortable reading. After an initial
survey concerning demographics and experience, participants filled out questionnaires after each modality training to rate the interaction mapping and perceived comfort of interactions. A final questionnaire after the open exploration phase allowed to assess physical and mental demand and ease of use (Raw NASA TLX), evaluate their preference between touch and distant, as well as rate the general system.

6.4 Collected and Derived Data

Each session was video and audio recorded. Collected raw data consists of both user positions in front of the large display (all body joints as recorded by Kinect sensor) and spatial device positions (6DOF) with a sampling rate of 12 Hz. Additionally, detailed descriptions of higher level application events (e.g., data item selected, ruler created) as well as touch input events (e.g., 2D position, type such as tap, hold or swipe) for the large display and both mobile devices were logged. While each session was accompanied by two to three researchers, at least one exclusively observed behaviors of participants and took notes in a semi-structured protocol. Based on this collected data, we derived statistical values per participant and team including event-based information such as number of selections/deselections or completion times for individual study phases, distances relating to display-user, display-device, and user-user, and interaction phases (counts and time span) of using either touch or distant interaction.

7 RESULTS: USER BEHAVIOR AND USAGE PATTERNS

7.1 Data Analysis Method

The following analysis of study data was conducted on the basis of protocol notes, questionnaire answers, collected and derived data from tracking users and devices, and video data. We sorted and categorized the protocol notes of the experiments according to four main categories regarding (i) collaborative behavior or position, (ii) the users’ workflows and strategies, (iii) comments focusing on interaction modality, and (iv) individual system functionalities. Each of these categories was divided into multiple sub-categories that evolved during grouping. To prepare for video coding, the recorded video data and collected tracking data were integrated into the open-source group analysis toolkit GIAnT [75], which we adapted and extended by various additional views allowing us to visualize correlation within the data and identify especially relevant or interesting time spans. In particular, the extended GIAnT allowed us to see top views of left-right and distance movements as well as user-specific movement paths, a timeline of logged application events, touch and distant interactions per user on timeline and in display coordinates, heat maps of touches on the mobile device per user, and general statistic values per selected time span. Two experimenters then defined codes based on the grouped protocol notes and did an initial joint open coding run using GIAnT to iterate these codes and ensure consensus. This was followed by a closed coding phase, in which we analyzed exploration phases with a focus on reasons for both varying distances to the display and changes in user-user distances. Further aspects were hand postures and situations where users switched hands, joint and crossing movements of team members, as well as how participants solved issues of reachability at the large display.

7.2 Analysis of User Behavior and Movement

Movement and Physical Demand: On average, participants walked a distance of 438 m (SD=105 m) during the entire study session. Nevertheless, no participant complained about any fatigue or issues with standing or walking even when being asked explicitly during the debriefing. The questionnaire showed that participants generally found that they “moved a lot to answer the questions” (P12) who also highlighted the importance of movement for thinking. This is also confirmed by physical demand was rated low (M = 3.36, SD = 1.44, scale 1-10), while mental demand was at M = 6.5 (SD = 1.76). Tasks often included searching for and moving towards specific views. This implied more effort and movement, but orientation improved a lot over time and participants remembered relevant charts, e.g., “That’s over there” (P8).

Distance Between Large Display and Users: The distance between users and large display varied (Fig. 4), but generally all teams preferred an ‘overview distance’ and stood quite far away from the display (themed: M = 1.71 m, SD = 0.16 m; open: M = 1.81 m, SD = 0.18 m). Independent of the used interaction modality, participants did not remain close to the display but mostly moved back and forth. This was especially the case at the start of a new tasks where people often stepped back. It is unclear if this occurred for reading or orientation reasons. Some participants specifically commented on losing an overview when standing in close proximity (P11: “Changes are not easily comprehensible when I am close to the large display”). This resulted in almost equally high values when users rated whether they often spent time ‘close to the display’ (M = 4.29, SD = 0.96, scale 1-7) or ‘far from the display’ (M = 4.62, SD = 1.08). Most participants indeed used physical navigation and approached the display especially to read and discern details, although text labels (x-height ≥ 9.5 mm) were designed to be readable from a distance of 3 m. We also observed people leaning forward (P4,7,10,12-14) or kneeling down (P2,11,12) to read data. In some cases it even seemed that people preferred to lean forward instead of taking another step towards the large display (P4).

Postures and Device Handling: Participants handled the mobile device in many different ways. During the themed exploration phase, eight of 14 participants used distant for more than 30% of their interactions (Fig. 4a). For these, we observed four people loosely holding the device in one hand and sometimes even keeping the other hand in the pocket (P1,4,5,13), two operating the device with both hands (P6,12), and two frequently mixing between the styles (P8,14). We also saw a participant putting the hand with the device on the other forearm for stabilization and support (P11). When not interacting with it, many participants let the mobile hang down (P5-9,11,14) or held it behind their back (P9,11). Interestingly, even though the device pointer could be used, participants often pointed towards the large display with their hands/finger to draw attention to specific locations (P4,7-12).

7.3 Analysis of Collaboration Aspects

Team Work and Verbal Communication: Participants spent the majority of time in closely coupled collaboration. Teamwork was considered helpful for answering the questions (M = 6.29, SD = 0.96, scale 1-7) and team members strongly agreed that collaboration felt comfortable (M = 6.86, SD = 0.35). Besides common verbal communication, we noticed that people regularly gave instructions and direct commands to each other (P8: “Go over there and take a look”, P11: “Could you please create a ruler”, P14: “Could you please select [this]”). In fact, for two of the teams (P5,6,13,14) we observed situations where one member clearly led the exploration process by giving orders or instructions from the back, while the other team member performed the actions.

Distance and Formation of Team Members: Participants spent a lot of time in close proximity: Mean distance between users was on average 1.1 m (SD = 0.14 m). They principally remained together and often moved in parallel (Fig. 5b), even interacted simultaneously with the same chart (Fig. 6a). We also observed situations where one member controls a chart from a distance and the partner observes the

Fig. 5. Left-right (LR) movement: GIAnT view [75] shows users’ (P7-8) movement over time, line width encodes distance to the display: (a) Crossing walking paths; (b) Moving in parallel; and (c) LR separation.
chart in close proximity and reads details (P11-12). Interestingly, this behavior was also frequently seen for interaction with lenses: one participant moved the lens with DISTANT interaction, while the other stood close to identify and select results (P1+2,5+6,13+14). Furthermore, sometimes teams started a task by standing far apart from each other identifying relevant charts. They, however, quickly switched to a closer work style as this seemed more efficient for them. We also observed ‘presentation situations’, where one team member was close to the large display and helped or explained details to the partner, who stood farther back (P3+4,5+6,13+14). In general, team members only rarely and very shortly separated from each other. These separations were sometimes triggered by (i) searching for appropriate views to answer the question or more often (ii) using a separate view for selection of aspects by one team member while the other identified different aspects in another chart (Fig. 5c). The latter describes situations where participants worked especially close together, despite the spatial distance (P3+4,5+6,7+8,11+12). In contrast to the definition of same problem different areas by Tang et al. [67], we observed lively conversations in such cases. For instance, one member selected crime types with firearms in the node-link diagram, while the partner compared highlighted crime types regarding time of day in another line chart.

Crossing Walking Paths: While participants generally moved together, active team members often advanced towards the chart first, making the partner follow. This often resulted in crossing of paths (Fig. 5a), which occurred independent of loose or close collaboration phases. Only two teams (P5+6,13+14) actively avoided crossing in front of their partner and therefore willingly put up with additional movement to walk around their back. The majority of participants had no problem crossing in front of their team member including repeatedly stepping into their line of sight when working together closely (P3+4,5+7+8,11+12). Crossing of paths also occurred in parallel work and could be seen especially when teams searched for a specific views or information. Even when using DISTANT interaction, participants passed their partner to achieve an orthogonal position towards the large display. However, we observed little to no conflicts between users resulting from movement.

Interaction Conflicts: A consequence of concurrent user actions is the risk of interaction conflicts. For one of the teams (P13+14), we observed problems in identifying the individual cursors and issues when both wanted to select data items simultaneously (e.g., one used touch and the other interacted from a distance). Despite these issues, we altogether saw fewer conflicts than originally expected. Basic social protocols and verbal coordinations served as effective, already existing mechanisms to prevent real conflicts. In a working team, people communicate and thus share possible action plans and ideas about start points for a data exploration. They also identify conflicts quickly and work around such issues, for instance, by organizing themselves between active (e.g., create and move a lens) and passive (read off information) interactions (P11+12).

Degree of Participation and Team Influence: While participants generally considered the work of the team ‘balanced’ (M = 5.93, SD = 0.88, scale 1-7), we noticed the actual number of interactions was uneven for some teams (P1+2,9+10,11+12,13+14, see Fig. 4a). However, we also observed that these team members were clearly engaged in the task and sometimes stood back for overview positions while the partner interacted. We further noticed that team members influence each other regarding interaction modality and distance to the wall-sized display. For instance, P13 was very quick and sure of his actions and strongly preferred DISTANT from afar, which resulted in P14 initially moving back with him using DISTANT until she was much more sure of her own actions and switched to TOUCH at the large display.

7.4 Analysis of Application Usage
Performance: All teams successfully answered the questions in approximately 40 min (M = 37.3 min, SD = 5.7 min) for both exploration phases. Teams often differed in the extent of how they justified their reasoning and how much they discussed their results among the team before answering. Overall, participants rated their own performance highly (M = 8.14, SD = 0.91, scale 1-10) and considered their work as requiring intermediate effort (M = 6.0, SD = 1.36).

Preferred Interaction Modality: In the exploration phases, nine participants preferred TOUCH (P2,3,7-12,14), as each initiated at least 70% of their interactions directly on the large display (see Fig. 4 for individual exploration phases). However, there were very diverse answers on whether TOUCH was used more than DISTANT (M = 5.36, SD = 1.72, scale 1-7). Noteworthy, one team (P3+4) completely switched their style of interaction from TOUCH to DISTANT between the themed and open exploration phase. When asked about individual application functionalities TOUCH was generally preferred for single selection (TOUCH: 10, DISTANT: 4) and ruler (TOUCH: 11, DISTANT: 3), while this was balanced for multi-selection (TOUCH: 8, DISTANT: 6) and lens interactions (TOUCH: 6, DISTANT: 7, abstention: 1). While TOUCH ratings were very consistent among participants, DISTANT ratings varied much more. Many participants had trouble selecting small items with DISTANT (M = 3.29, SD = 1.58, scale 1-7), but found larger, continuous interactions such as lens movement very easy (M = 6.31, SD = 0.72).

Selection of Data Items: Regarding the selection of data items, we noticed that both techniques, i.e., tapping items one by one or encircling multiple items with a ‘lasso’, were equally accepted. While some participants (P6) even used a lasso for single data items, others (P11) selected multiple nearby items by tapping each item successively. Since selections were synchronized between all appropriate views, we also observed that the selection of items and more importantly the resulting colored highlight was used to identify other task-relevant views (P1+2,5+6,11+12). Participants also utilized the feature of multiple but differently colored selections to compare data. In some situations, teams even renewed selections in a way that, for example, items are colored as different as possible (P11+12) or a group of items absolutely need to be highlighted identically (P11+12). However, in case of a visual overload because of to many selections, participants easily ‘cleared up the interface’ and thus reduced visual clutter by explicitly deselecting unnecessary or irrelevant data items.

Interactive Rulers and Magic Lenses: In context of analysis tools, interactive rulers were often used to identify items with specific properties (e.g., items above a value: P11+12), to easily compare items, or to read precise values of items. While rulers were predominantly created using TOUCH on the large display, magic lenses were created interchangeably with either modality. Interestingly, we sometimes observed people approaching the large display in order to create or configure a tool (ruler: P13; lenses: P5) and then immediately stepping away to move the tool around. Participants that would usually prefer TOUCH (P2,10,11) actively commented on their preference of DISTANT for tool movement. In some of these cases, people actively collaborated, i.e., one person used TOUCH on the large display and configured the tool or selected results, while the partner then continued and controlled the tool using DISTANT (P1+2,5+6,13+14).

8 Discussion and Future Work
Our work explored basic user behavior and movement focusing on multiple users exploring multiple coordinated views on an interactive wall-sized display. We provided users with the flexibility to freely choose from which position or distance they interact with the system (A2).

Movement: Based on our observations and user feedback, standing and walking in front of the large display was not as demanding and frustrating as expected, even though study sessions took quite long.
A possible reason is that participants were very interested in the data and worked in a very focused and concentrated way to complete the tasks. We also assume that working together rather than alone helped to ‘forget’ about the effort of walking back and forth. Even more, they clearly wanted to stand and walk close to each other most of the time (A5), which may be why movement was associated positively (A2). Finally, it is well-known that physical activities can help and support thinking, which was also mentioned by some participants.

Setup In our study, we used an external system to locate mobile devices within a tracking volume (coverage indicated by markings on the floor). While this allowed for absolute and precise device tracking, the additional markers and markings might have influenced the handling of devices or user behavior, which could be addressed by using other more lightweight localization approaches (e.g., [46]) or nothing but advanced internal sensors. To support the variety of collaborative data analysis scenarios, we also suggest to expand on other possible setups, such as different display sizes and resolutions, for future work. In addition, a table in front the large display could allow analysts to sit down for longer working sessions, take notes, or place additional materials and even other mobile devices such as tablets. It would be interesting to learn how users’ physical activity would be affected. Beside the technical setup, our study was limited to pairs of users and tasks fostering loosely coupled collaboration. Setting involving larger teams or tasks that trigger more loosely coupled collaboration are likely to show different workflows, other degrees of participation, or additional interaction conflicts (e.g., caused by linked brushing). However, we believe that many of our findings and observations, such as typical distances for reading or overview, will persist.

Distance Despite the fact that participants who use pointing a lot tend to remain at a larger average distance than those preferring TOUCH, we could not find a clear connection between the overall walking distance and people’s preferred input modality. This may be because even people preferring DISTANT stepped towards the large display to view details and they often moved in parallel to the display in order to avoid pointing from large viewing angles. However, one of the participants (P10) spent much time far off the large display, but also preferred TOUCH. As a result, this participant covered long distances (roughly twice as much as others), while still rating physical demand low. As a limitation of our study, our application implements a specific view layout with a reasonable number and size of views and labels (readability, visual clutter, grouping), which may have affected user movements. Thus, it would be interesting to further explore the effect of their number and size on user distances and selected input modality.

Interaction Modality Although our study showed that most participants used both TOUCH and DISTANT, they clearly made use of TOUCH more. Among other possible reasons, we think that one factor is the legacy bias for direct touch: Touch-enabled devices and displays are all around us—people’s first action when seeing a ‘bright shiny display’ is to touch it. Conversely, it is clear that precise pointing from a distance takes practice and people need do deal with handling and precision issues (size and weight of the device, attached markers, hand jitter). Furthermore, since movement was positive to participants, they quickly accepted the extra steps needed to touch the wall-sized display. In long-term usage, people’s individual understanding of when DISTANT would be beneficial might develop, which would be interesting to follow up.

Device Usage Our concept of interacting with a mobile device in a relaxed and eyes-free way seems to have worked very well: Participants’ attention was on the large display—they interacted from a distance without looking down to the mobile device. Of course, data analysis can also benefit from using modern mobile devices as additional screens to, for example, manage selection sets [24] or display alternative representations [34]. Compared to our approach, however, users then often switch their attention between the displays, which can be time-consuming [66]. Although both variants—with or without display use—have advantages, we think that application designs need to carefully consider when display use would be beneficial, and when hindering. It requires further investigations to better understand which InfoVis-specific tasks, actions, or use cases would benefit from using an additional mobile display.

MCV Aspects By developing a large-scale MCV application for a wall-sized display, we showed that specific design considerations (A1-A5) should be taken into account. View grouping (A1) and a modest use of color (A4) can help to address issues of visual complexity. We also learned that even for showing numerous views, support for concurrent interactions of multiple users on single views is needed (A5). The large display size can also lead to situations where users initially interact at different locations, but then want to coordinate their actions to, for example, compare selected data items (A5). While we investigated a basic variant of MCV, other important aspects remain open for future work. First, as mentioned in 4.4, layout manipulation or view rearrangement (A1) will allow users to adapt the interface situationally. It seems interesting to also look at both size and number of views as well as at flexible positioning of views within a zoomable information space [70]. Second, while we use the entire display space from the very beginning, working sessions involving the creation of views are also realistic and highly relevant. The user behavior and way of collaboration can be different to a predefined layout. Finally, in reflection of design choices we made, it is not self-evident to link all views of a large-scale MCV by default. While we choose a standard behavior and linked all views, more manual approaches such as MyBrush [37] can have large effects on the way of using MCV on large displays.

Overall, we think it is important to give users the flexibility and freedom to move in front of a large display. We observed lots of natural movement and hence argue that besides simple hand or arm gestures, users should not be forced by a system to, for example, walk or move in specific ways. The repertoire of movements naturally performed by people can be manifold, so selecting certain movements or changes in distances to be interpreted for explicit input (e.g., [30, 35]) remains problematic. Agreeing with Jakobsen et al. [30], we believe distance should only be used to amplify natural actions of user movement, for instance, adjusting orientation cues such as titles or labels when stepping back or showing more data details when stepping close.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we investigate the use of multiple coordinated views (MCV) on interactive wall-sized displays. We discuss important design considerations and develop an interaction concept and fully functional application for working with MCV from varying positions and distances. In particular, our application builds on design aspects such as simplicity, flexibility, and visual consistency. It also supports data analysis in a large number of coordinated views by multiple users (collaboration). To improve our understanding regarding the implication and implementation of discussed aspects such as user movement and flexible distances, simple and consistent interactions, or multi-user support, we also conducted a qualitative user study on the behavior of teams of two using our application. Among others, findings indicate that users associate movement positively and thus often move and vary their distance to the display, stand and walk close to each other most of the time, also use natural and non-digital interaction such as pointing with fingers, or often prefer direct touch interaction but also learn when distant interaction can be beneficial. While we looked at a basic variant of MCV on wall-sized displays, we think this setting offers an only partly realized potential, which can be further explored by investigating aspects such as layout manipulation, dynamic view creation, or manual control of linked brushing. We believe many visual data analysis scenarios could benefit from such novel InfoVis interfaces and we hope our interaction design, application, and study findings lay the foundation for interesting future work in this area.
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